In this paper, we propose a load-aware and QoSaware user association strategy that jointly considers the load of each BS and user's achievable rate instead of only utilizing the latter, and formulate it as a network-wide weighted utility maximization problem to reveal how a heterogeneous cellular network should self-organize. This is a nonlinear mixed-integer optimization problem, and its optimum solutions are very difficult to be obtained when it is large scale one. To solve the proposed problem, we relax association indicator variables and adopt a gradient descent method to find optimum solutions. Then, each user is associated with some BS with a maximum association indicator taken from solutions of the relaxed optimization problem. Experimental results show that, compared with the best power association and range expansion association, our strategy has a lower call blocking probability and a higher load balancing level.
I. INTRODUCTION
To keep up with explosive growth in data traffic demands driven by different wireless user equipments (especially media-hungry devices), the infrastructure deployment of a cellular network is tending strongly towards having heterogeneous elements and away from conventional high-power base stations (BSs). These elements mainly include micro, pico, femto and relay BSs, which differ primarily in transmit power, physical size, backhaul, cost, ease-of-deployment and propagation characteristics [1] - [3] .
With the development of heterogeneous cellular networks (HCNs), the conventional association strategies that only depend on user's received signal strength, such as maximum signal interference noise ratio (SINR), maximum achievable rate, nearest distance and strongest channel gain, may be no longer suitable since they may result in extremely unbalanced load distributions among different power BSs even if mobile users are distributed uniformly in geography. To fully exploit the potential of the new network framework, proper user association strategy, which could make full use of the offloading capacity, should be considered. By this means, the load of high-power BS will be reduced and more users can be accommodated for low-power BS. So far, the load balancing in HCNs is still an important open problem [4] .
There have many efforts in the literature toward load balancing in HCNs. The most common biasing method [5] adds an offset or bias to low-power BS such that more users can be associated with the low-power BS. This approach is simple and effective, but few of existing schemes on it give the optimum offset or bias factor with closed form expression. To avoid finding the optimum bias factor, some other association strategies for load balancing are proposed in recent years. Khandekar et al. [6] consider a simple association scheme that users are associated with some BS having minimum pathloss, which is still named as range expansion; Corroy et al. [7] propose an association problem with maximizing sum of effective rate, and derive its an upper bound of performance; Li et al. [8] design an association scheme by adjusting weights of the load and consumed resource to maximize the number of associated users and minimize the amount of consumed resources; Considering the mismatch between uplink association and downlink association, Li et al. [9] advocate an association strategy by minimizing sum of uplink transmit power while optimizing objective function in [8] ; Fooladivanda et al. [10] study the interplay of user association and resource allocation ways (orthogonal deployment, co-channel deployment and partially shared deployment), and then obtain a relaxed optimization problem by relaxing association indicators; Ye et al. [11] proposed a distributed user association algorithm to balance the number of associated users among various BSs. The above-mentioned work regards the number of associated users as the load of BS, and few of them take account of QoS requirements that reflects the amount of consumed resources. That may lead to an illusive load balancing level and high call blocking probability. Alternately, Siomina et al. [12] put forward a heuristic load balancing algorithm that is used to assign cell-specific offsets to low-power BS. This approach makes use of a range optimization framework which applies the concept of cell load coupling. It is noteworthy that the scheme occupies high computational complexity when the number of BSs involved in the cellular system is large. So far, there are few studies with QoS requirements for HCNs. Therefore, how to design an effective association algorithm with QoS requirements for load balancing in HCNs is an important problem.
In this paper, we propose a novel load-aware user association scheme with QoS support in HCNs, and formulate it as a network-wide weighted utility maximization problem. As regards the proposed problem, we adopt a gradient descent method to search optimum solutions of the optimization problem with relaxed association indicator variables. Then, each user select some BS having maximum association indicator.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider HCNs consisting of macrocells and small cells, where macrocells form a regular cellular network, small cells and users are randomly distributed in each macrocell. Without loss of generality, we only refer to one kind of small cells (i.e., picocells) that have much smaller coverage than macrocells. For the subsequent work, we make the following assumption. Assumption: Power is equally allocated to all employed subbands of each BS.
We denote the set of users and the set of BSs including macro BSs (MBSs) and pico BSs (PBSs) in the network by K and N , respectively. The received SINR for user k ∈ K from BS n ∈ N on one PRB can be written as
where p n represents the nonnegative transmit power on one PRB of BS n; g nk denotes the channel gain between BS n and user k; σ 2 is the noise power of each PRB. For a given p n , we can obtain the achievable rate [in Kbps] for user k from BS n, according to the following formula
where W denotes the bandwidth of PRB (180KHz).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Before formulating the optimization problem, we need to calculate the number of consumed resources for each BS according to the practical rate requirement of each user. It is given by s nk = d k r nk , where d k is the practical rate of user k and s nk represents the amount of required resources. Now, s nk can be interpreted as the load of user k on BS n, which reflects the level of resources consumption.
After calculating the number of required resources, we can give the following definitions. Definition 1: The effective load of BS n is represented as y n = k∈K x nk s nk , where x nk is the association indicator, i.e., x nk = 1 when user k is associated with BS n, 0 otherwise. Definition 2: If y n users are connected to BS n, the load efficiency of user k associated with BS n is given by e nk = r nk yn . Now we design a user association scheme by jointly considering achievable rates and practical consumed resources. Therefore we formulate the following optimization problem that association indicators can be found by maximizing the network-wide aggregate weighted utility function.
where x = {x nk , ∀n ∈ N , ∀k ∈ K}; k∈K x nk s nk is the total load of BS n; k∈K x nk s nk ≤ M if the constraint of total resource for BS n ∈ N . In fact, the objective function can be superficially seen as maximizing network-wide weighted load efficiency, where the weight is the corresponding amount of consumed resources.
By introducing a logarithmic utility function, the problem (3) can be formulated as
Note that log r nk −log j∈K x nj s nj goes up and s nk decreases when r nk increases. That means our objective function is not the max-rate association but the association with offloading capability.
Considering the fact k∈K x nk s nk = y n , the problem (4) can be converted into max x,y n∈N k∈K
where y = {y n , ∀n ∈ N }. We relax the domain of the integer association variables to [0,1], the problem (5) can be represented as max x,y n∈N k∈K
When one user is only associated with some BS with maximum association indicator selected from solutions of the convex optimization problem (6), we can obtain the maxprobability algorithm with a pseudo-optimal solution that approaches a global optimal solution located at the boundary of the feasible region. When users are associated with BSs by using all optimum association indicators instead of only selecting the maximum value, we can achieve the fractional user association algorithm that associates one user to many BSs. In reality, the fractional user association scheme is often inadvisable because of its high implementation complexity, thus we will adopt the former.
IV. ASSOCIATION ALGORITHM
By relaxing association indicator variables, the combinatorial problem is converted into a convex optimization problem. Then, we can obtain a max-probability association algorithm that user is only associated with some BS having maximum association probability taken from solutions of the convex optimization problem, which can provide a pseudo-optimal solution that approaches a global optimal solution located at the boundary of the feasible region. Initialize association probability x 0 nk and Lagrange multipliers including λ 0 k , μ 0 n and ν 0 nk . 4: else 5: Calculate y t+1 n and x t+1 nk by applying KKT conditions with (12)-(13) . 6: if iteration reaches the convergence precision (condition) of x nk or the maximal iteration number then 7: Set the maximum value of optimal association probabilities (x t+1 n: ) of each BS(n) to 1, and transmit it to the corresponding BS(n). 8: else 9: Update Lagrange multipliers via (14)-(16) utilizing information x nk and y n . 
where λ = {λ k , k ∈ K}, μ = {μ n , n ∈ N } and ν = {ν nk , n ∈ N , k ∈ K} are the Lagrange multiplier vectors. The objective function of the dual problem can be defined as
and a dual problem of the primal problem defined in (6) is
LD (λ, μ, ν) .
Since the primal problem (6) is a convex optimization problem, a strong duality exists [13] . Thus, the optimal solutions for the primal and dual problem are equal. Therefore, it is feasible to solve (6) by using the dual problem (9) . The problem refers to (8) can be further simplified to
Consequently, each BS can separately solve its own utility maximization problem, which is expressed as max x≥0,y>0 k∈K
Given the values of these Lagrange multipliers, the association indicator and load of BS can be obtained by applying Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions on (11) [13] , and we have
and
where ξ 1 is sufficiently small fixed step size for updating x nk ; exp (z) is an exponential function of the z; the notion [z] + represents a projection on the positive orthant, which is used to account for the case that z ≥ 0. Then, the optimum values of the above Lagrange multipliers that provide the optimum load distribution can be calculated by solving the dual problem (9) . As the dual function is differentiable, the Lagrange multipliers λ k , μ n and ν nk can be obtained with gradient descent method, and given by
where ξ 2 , ξ 3 and ξ 4 are sufficiently small fixed step size for updating λ k , μ n and ν nk , respectively. There is a convergence guarantee for the optimum solution since the gradient of the problem (9) satisfies the Lipchitz continuity condition [13] . As a result, the x nk in problem (12) can achieve an optimum solution with a convergence guarantee. As shown in algorithm 1, after getting the optimum association probability, each user k ∈ K selects some BS n ∈ N with maximum association probability x nk .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup
We consider a two-tier HCN with transmit power {p 1 , p 2 } = {46, 30} dBm. In this HCN, the location of MBSs are fixed to form a conventional cellular network, whereas PBSs and users are scattered into each macrocell in a random way. We set the inter-site distance to be 1000m for MBSs, and deploy 5 PBSs for each macrocell. For the propagation environment, we adopt path loss model P L (d) = 128.1 + 37.6 log 10 (d) and P L (d) = 140.7 + 36.7 log 10 (d) for MBS and PBS respectively, where d is the distance between the user and BS in kilometers; we consider a log-normal shadowing with a standard deviation of 8 dB. In this paper, the noise power spectral density is set to be 174dBm/Hz and system bandwidth is 20MHz.
In the following simulation sections, we compare QoSaware association and other association schemes without QoS requirements. The latter group would certainly include best power association [13] and range expansion association [9] . During simulation, we consider heterogeneous users having distinct rate requirements (random value in region [0,2e3] Kbps). Evidently, the range expansion association belongs to load-aware scheme, whereas the best power association is neither QoS-aware nor load-aware. For exploring the effect of QoS requirements on association performance, we consider two kinds of scheduling strategies. In the first type, each BS schedules served users from its associated user queue according to maximum practical rate first (MPRF), which selects users in descending order of practical rates. For the other type, users are scheduled by each BS from corresponding association queue via maximum achievable rate first (MARF), which selects users in descending order of achievable rates.
B. Load Balancing Index
To measure the status of system load balancing, we bring the Jains fairness index η = n∈N ρ n 2 /|N | n∈N ρ 2 n , where k∈K x nk s nk = ρ n represents the total load of BS n; |N | is the number of given cells in the network. A larger η, taken value from the interval 1 |N | , 1 , means a more balanced load distribution among the given cells. Fig.1 gives the load balancing index of macro-tier (LBIM). Note that the MARF may schedule more users than MPRF under limited resources, thus LBIM obtained by MARF is higher than by MPRF. Since the number of users associated with macro-tier via best power scheme is largest in three kinds of association strategies and higher achievable rate means that fewer resources requirements, the LBIM of best power association may be highest in all association schemes. Since the offloading capability of the range expansion association, some users associated with MBSs are offloaded to PBSs. That makes the LBIM of range association slightly lower than the best power association. As regards the QoS-aware user association, we may easily find that this approach achieves a lower LBIM than range expansion association and best power association. The reason for this is that the number of users associated with MBSs in it is smaller than other two types of schemes due to the restriction of resources. In other words, MBSs have more opportunities to select served users in best power association and range expansion associaiton. Fig.2 plots the overall load balancing index (OLBI). During best power association, most users are associated with MBSs and PBSs may have very few users. Compared with other association schemes that own offloading capacity, best power association provides worst performance of OLBI. Since the range expansion association owns offloading capability, this approach may achieve a higher OLBI than best power association. Regarding the proposed strategy, users are offloaded from MBSs to PBSs under QoS requirements and limited resources. It is apparent that our strategy may reflect the true load balancing level while others may not. Therefore, the proposed approach may obtain highest performance of OLBI in all schemes. Note that the MARF may schedule more users than MPRF under limited resources, thus OLBI obtained by MARF is higher than by MPRF. 
C. Call Blocking Probability
The call blocking probability mentioned in this paper can be expressed as P r = 1− u |K| , where u denotes the number of users scheduled from associated user queue; |K| represents the total number of users scattered in HCNs. The reason for call blocking probability is that some users may not be scheduled since the amount of required resources of associated users goes beyond what BS can afford, or some users may not be associated with BSs due to limited resources. Fig.3 plots the call blocking probability (CBP) of scheduled users. During best power association, MBSs attract most of users and PBSs own relatively few of users. Many users of MBSs may not be served due to insufficient resources, and PBSs may not make full use of resources because of the limited number of users. Therefore, best power association owns higher CBP than other schemes with offloading capacity. Since the offloading capability of the range expansion association, more resources of PBSs may be utilized and requirements of more users may be met. Thus, the range expansion association occupies lower CBP than the best power association. The best power association and range expansion all don't take account of QoS requirements of users, which reflects load level of each user. In contrast to these two schemes, the proposed approach may achieve a higher load balancing level according to QoS requirements of users. Meanwhile, the CBP obtained by MARF is lower than by MPRF since the former may schedule more users than the latter under limited resources.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the load balancing problem for HCNs has been investigated in terms of services with QoS requirements. We first formulate the problem to be network-wide weighted utility of load efficiency maximization problem under constraint of resources. Then we propose a pseudo-optimal association algorithm to solve the relaxed optimization problem via gradient descent method. After that the performance variance is looked into by utilizing two kinds of scheduling strategies according to different density of users scattered in each macrocell. The numerical results show that, the association approach we proposed has obvious superiorities over the best power association and range expansion association in terms of CBP and LBL. Future work can include developing dynamic association algorithms, considering the uplink scenario with power control, and introducing interference management techniques.
